CRC BUILDING SOLUTIONS

CRC Building Solutions’ team of highly skilled and dedicated industry experts seamlessly executes construction projects of all sizes. Whether one thousand or one million square feet, we go above and beyond to deliver world-class facilities that are built to last.
PRECONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Armed with extensive resources and a diverse team of experts, CRC Building Solutions leverages decades of industry knowledge to ensure project success throughout the preconstruction process. We thoroughly analyze project objectives and goals, facilitate site selection, negotiate acquisitions, and create project build plans that guide the construction process.

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

By combining our highly skilled workforce with a hand-selected group of elite subcontractors, vendors, and craftsmen, CRC Building Solutions executes projects seamlessly and without delays. From material procurements to managing cost and schedule, we streamline the construction process while ensuring that your project is built safely and sustainably.
DESIGN + BUILD

CRC Building Solutions offers comprehensive design + build solutions that accelerate project completion and increase efficiency. By overlapping facility design with construction activities, CRC Building Solutions streamlines the traditional design-bid-build model while acting as a single point of accountability focused on the success of your development project.

EXPANSION & RENOVATION

We are committed to helping our clients achieve their goals, whether that involves new construction, building expansion, or property renovations. No project is too large or too small for the dedicated team at CRC Building Solutions.

SOLUTIONS BUILT TO LAST